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§ 1. 

In this paper I shall denote by yi, for 2, 7, k = 1, 2,...m, the 
constants of multiplication of a given non-nilpotent hyper complex 
number system (¢1, @,..€m). We then have 

(1) eej= DL vinee (i,j = 1,2,... m). 
k=1 

In These Proceedings, vol. 41 (1905), p. 59, I have shown that there 
are two functions of the coefficients of any number 

(2) A = aye, + as ct ... + Onem 

of the system (e;, é,... €m) constituting generalizations of the scalar 
function of quaternions, to which they reduce, becoming identical 
when m = 4, and, at the same time, the system (¢, é2, €3, 4) is equiva- 
lent to the system constituted by the four units of quaternions. These 
functions, in designation the first and second scalar of A, are defined 
as follows: 

1 ™ ™ 

(3) S:A = me DL UYii, 
inh sud 

1 m™m ™ 

(4) SA=—) DD avi, 
™ t=1 j=1 

and conform to theorem I given below. In this paper I shall employ 
these functions to establish a simple criterion for the existence of an 

™m 
1A number A =®5D aje; of any hyper complex system (é1, @2, ... €m) is 

t=1 
idempotent if A? = A #0; A is nilpotent, if A # 0 but A? = 0 for some positive 
integer p > 1. A system is nilpotent, if it contains no idempotent number; 
otherwise, non-nilpotent. Every number of a nilpotent system is nilpotent. 
See B. Peirce, Am. Journ. Maths., 4, 113, (1881); ef. H. E. Hawkes, Trans. 
Am. Math. Soc., 3, 321 (1902). 
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invariant nilpotent sub system of (é, @&,...@,), and a method of 
determining the maximum invariant nilpotent sub system, if any 
exist.2_ These results are embodied in theorem IT. 

Theorem I. Let y;, for 2, j, k = 1, 2,...m, be the constants of 
multiplication of any given hyper complex number system (e;, €2, . .. €m). 
Let 

A= (1; €j + ly €2 + = + Om Cm 

be any number of the system; and let 

1 ™ ™m 

S,A = — ‘2 i Qi Vijj, 
inl jul 

S2A Sa “a Aji Yjij- 
s=1 j=l 

Then both S;.A and S2A are invariant to any linear transformation of 
the system: that is, if 

e; = Ta61 + tee + ... + Time (@ = 1,2, ... m), 

the determinant of transformation not being zero, and if 

™ 
j=) veer (3,7= 1,2, ... m), 

k=1 
and 

A = a6, + Qoeot 2... + mem = We + aoeot ... ta’ ne’m 

then 

, eee iY ij, 

, - . ai’ jij- 

2A sub system Bi, B,,... By of any hyper complex number system 
(€;, €2, ..- €m) is said to be invariant if the product in either order of each 
number of (e, €2, ...@m) and each number of (B,, Bo, ... Bp) belongs to the 
sub system, for which the necessary and sufficient conditions are 

e; B; = 9 rij Bs + 9/2) Ba + . + 9'pij Bp, 
Bj e; —'9 "145 By +9’ ‘2ij Bo e: +9’ wij By 

(ij =1,2,...m;j = 1,2, . Pp). 
An invariant sub system (B;, Bs, ... By) is an invariant nilpotent sub system 
if its units by themselves constitute a nilpotent system; and in that case 
is a maximum invariant nilpotent sub system if it contains every invariant 
nilpotent sub system of (e€, 2, ... €m). 
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If p is any scalar, and 

B = bye; + boee + ... + Omem 

any second number of the system, we have 

SipA = p84, Sop A = p82A, 

S,(A = B) = 8,A = 8, B, S,(A = B) = SA + S2B, 

S,AB = 8, BA, S,AB = SBA. 

If eis a modulus of the system, 

Sie = 1 = Sve. 
If A ws nilpotent, 

S, A? = 0, S, A? = 0, 

for every positive integer p; and conversely, uf either 

S:A?=0 (p=1,2,...m) 
or 

S:A?=0 (p=1,2,... m), 

Ais nilpotent. Moreover, A rs nilpotent if 

S, Ae = S, A e2 a a S: Ae» = 0, 
or 

S.A ey = S.A és =... = SoA em == (). 

If A 1s wdempotent, there are m S,A > 0 linearly independent numbers 
of the system satisfying the equation 

AX = X, 

in terms of which every number of the system satisfying this equation can 
be expressed linearly, also mS.,A > 0 linearly independent numbers 
satisfying the equation 

XA = X, 

in terms of which every solution of this equation can be expressed 
linearly.8 

Let : 
(5) X = 216; + Meee + ... + mem 

3 See paper by the author cited above, pp. 61, 69, and 70, also Trans. Am. 
Math. Soc., 6, 522, (1904). 
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and let the number system (¢, é2...¢,) contain at least one number 
satisfying the system of equations 

(6) S, X e; = x, S,e,e; + X28, e2€; + pias +. Lm 91 Cm C; = 0 

(j= 1,2, ... mm). 

The resultant of this system being the determinant 

(7) Ay = S,e,é1. S) @2€1, are Siem et | 

S11 €2, Sy@2€2, ... Siemeée | 

S161 €m, S1€2€m, --- Simem 

we then have A; = o. Let X = B be any solution of equations (6). 
Then, by theorem I, B is nilpotent. Moreover, for any number A of 
(€1, €2,...€m), both BA and AB are also solutions of equations (6). 
For, for any number 

Y = yi + yotot ... + Ymem 

of (€1, €2, ... €m), We now have 

S,BY = 9S, Be, + y28, Beet ... + y_Si Bem = 0; 

in particular, 

S, (BA-e) = 8, (B- Ae) = 0, 

S: (A B-e,) = S,(A-Be;) = S,(Be; A) = 8, (B-e;A) = 0 

(g = 1,2, ... m). 

Since both BA and AB are solutions of equations (6), they are both 
nilpotent. 

Further, since, for 1Lilm, Be is nilpotent, it follows from 
theorem I that S.Be; = 0, and thus any solution B of the system of 
equations (6) is also a solution of the system of equations 

(8) So Xe; = Zi So é, &; +- Xo So €2& +. end “+ Lm S2 Cm Cj = () 

(4 = 1,2, ... m), 
of which the resultant is 

(9) A> = | Soe), So €2 1, 2 ous Som e1 

| So C; €2, So @€o€2, ... So Gm C2 

So @; Cm» SoC2em, See Ny 
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By theorem I every solution of equations (8) is nilpotent. Let B’ 
be any solution of this system of equations. Precisely as above, 
we may show that B’ is nilpotent, and that both B’A and AB’ 
are also solutions of these equations for any number A of the system 
(€1, €2, ... @m); and, therefore, both B’A and A B’ arenilpotent. Since, 
in particular, for 1 <2 < m, B’e; is nilpotent, it follows from theorem I 
that B’ is a solution of the system of equations (6). 

Let now the nullity * of the determinant A; be m’, where 0<m’<m. 
There is then a set of just m’ linearly independent numbers, 
Bi, B. ... By of the system (e, @&...ém) satisfying equations (6); 
therefore, just m’ linearly independent numbers satisfying equations 
(8), whence it follows that the nullity of A: is m’. For 157 Sm’ 
the product of B; in either order with any number A of the system is 
a solution of equations (6) and, therefore, both B;A and AB; are 
expressible linearly in terms of B,, Be ... By; otherwise, there is a 
set of more than m’ linearly independent solutions of equations (6) 
which is contrary to supposition. Moreover, since 

S (p1 Bi + p2Bo + ... + pm By) e% 

- pS, Bye; + pS; Boe; ne ie Pm’ S1 By: e; = 0. 

(¢ = }, 2,.... m), 

every number linear in the B’s is a solution of equations (6), and is, 
therefore, nilpotent. Whence it follows that B,, Be... By: constitute 
an invariant nilpotent sub system of (¢), 2. . .@m). 

Further, the sub system (B,, B. ... By’) contains every invariant 
nilpotent sub system of (e), é2 ... @m), and is therefore the maximum 
invariant nilpotent sub system of the latter. For, let (Ci, C2... C5) 
be any invariant nilpotent sub system of (¢, ¢2 ... @m). Since every 
number of this sub system is nilpotent, in particular, 

SiC; = 0 j= l, - ae 
Moreover, since 

Cie; = J jit C; + 9;2C2 + ee +- %ip Cp 

Ce Es... a ee Le... 
we have 

Si Cye; = gj SiC) + 9j2 51 Co + eee + 9yip SiC, = 0 

(gm 3,2... ey om 1,2)... Bs 

4 The nullity of a matrix or determinant of order m is m’ if every (m’ — 1)th 
minor (minor of order m — m’ + 1) is zero but not every m’th minor (minor 
of order m — m'). Nullity of order m’ is equivalent to rank (Rang) m — m’. 
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and thus each of the C’s is a solution of equations (6). Therefore, 
each of the C’s is inexpressible linearly in terms of B,, By... By. 

Let 

(10) B; = bi ey + bx 5 + cee + Din Omg §) = i 2, ah m’). 

We may take the b’s to be rational functions with respect to the 
domain R(1) of the constituents of A; (or of A:) which are integral 
quadratic functions, rational with respect to R (1), of the constants 
of multiplication of the number system (¢, ¢2...@,). If this number 
system belongs to the domain R’, that is, if its constants of multiplica- 
tion lie in the domain R’, the b’s may be so chosen as to lie in this do- 
main. We may take the B’s as m’ new units of the number system. 
Thus let 

(11) C' m—m'sj = B; (7m 1,2, ... 9), 

and let e’;, 2 ... €’m-m’ be any m-m’ numbers of (€;, €2 . .. @m) which 
constitute with the B’s a set of m linearly independent numbers. By 
what has just been said the coefficients of the transformation 

(12) ei, = T1€1 + Tee2 + a t+ Tin €m (2 A a dn m) 

of the number system can be taken rational in any domain to which 
the number system belongs. 

If the number system is transformed by the preceding substitution 
(12), and if we put 

(13) 

then, since 
™ ™ 

Sie; = LD DL rary Siene (4,7 = 1,2, ...m) 
h=1 k=1 

we have 

(14) A’; = TA, 

where 7’ is the determinant of the substitution. Similarly, if 

(15) A’, =| Sre'je’; 

(i,j = 1,2,...m) | 
we have 

(16) A’, = TAs. 

Therefore, the equations A; = 0, A, = 0 are invariant to any trans- 
formation of the units of the system. 
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Let now A; ¥ 0, in which case A; ¥ 0, and there is no number of the 
system satisfying equations (6), or equations (8); and, therefore, the 
system contains no invariant nilpotent sub system. In this case, 
therefore, if 

Si: Ae, = 8S, Be; (g = 1,2, ... 2), 

we have A = B; otherwise, A — B #0 is a solution of equations (6). 
Similarly, if 

S.Ae;, = S.Be; (¢ = 1,2, ...m), 

then A = B. 
We have now the following theorem. 

Theorem II. Let (€;, €2...€m) be any non-nilpotent hyper complex 
number system; let 

X = M16; + me. + ... + Umem 

and let 
A) = Si ee; ly Ao = | So ee; | 

| (i,j = 1,2,... m) | (i,j = 1,2,...m) | 

be the resultants, respectively, of the two systems of equations 

(a) S, Xe; = 281616 ot XS 62 e; sig — Lm S1 em ei = () 

(4 = 1,2,...m), 
and 

(8) S. Xe; 2 Soe, eG 4 Xe So €2 €; ot jen — Lm S2 Cm 6; = ( 

(¢ = 1,2, ... 28). 

Then, uf the number system is transformed by the substitution 

e; = 716 + Tree t ... + Timem (2 on 1.2, ... me), 

and af 

A’, — S; e';e'; | ’ A’, = S2e’; e'; | ’ 
ae ce 

(2,7 _ 1, 2; eee m) (2, J = ® y # ~— a m) 

we have 

A’, = T?A,, A’, = T*As, 

where T is the determinant of the substitution. Further, the condition, 
necessary and sufficient, that the number system shall contain no invariant 
nilpotent sub system rs that A, ¥ 0, or Ao ¥ 0. In this case, uf either 
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S,Ae; = S, Be; (2 = 1,2, ...m) 

SeAe; = So Be; (7 = 1, 2, 6 ee m), 

we have A= B. If A; = 0, then Ay = 0, and conversely; moreover, 
the nullity of A; 1s equal to the nullity of Ay. Every number of the 
system satisfying equations (a) is a solution of equations (8), and con- 
versely. If Bis any solution of equations (a) (or of equations (@)), then, 
for any number A of the system (e), €2 ...€m), both BA and A B are 
solutions of these equations. If the nullity of A, is m’, there is a set 
of just m’ linearly independent solutions of equations (a) (or equations 
(8) ); and any such set of m’ numbers of (e1, €2, ....€m) constitute an 
invariant nilpotent sub system containing every invariant nilpotent sub 
system of (€;, €2, ... €m). 

Let the system (€1, é, ...€m) contain a nilpotent sub system 
(Ci, Co, ... C5) such that 

p 
C; Gj = 7 Jijh Ch 

h=1 

For 1 <7<>p, we then have, by theorem T, = rs 3 e 

Pp 
SiCja= > g~SiC,h= 0 (= 1,2,... m); 

h=1 

therefore, A; = 0, and thus (¢, és, ...é@,) contains an invariant 
nilpotent sub system to which the sub system (Ci, C2, ... C,) belongs. 
Similarly, we may show that, if the system (¢;, ¢2, ... @m) contains a 
nilpotent sub system (C, Co, ... C,) such that 

Pp 
e,Cj = > gijh Ch (¢@1.2... m;j37=1,2... p), 

A=1 

it then contains an invariant nilpotent sub system which includes 
the sub system (Ci, Co, ... C;). 

If (1, 2, ... @,) contains a sub system (C), Co, ... C,) such that m ; 2 p 

Sif, aaa SiC, — see = SiC, = 0 

SoC; — SoCs —= ol SoC, aa 0, 

this sub system is nilpotent, since then, by theorem I, every number of 
the sub system is nilpotent. Thus, if 

C= mCi + g2Cot+ ... + 9,C, 
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is any number of the sub system, we have 

C2 = gh + go Ce + ... + gp Cp; 
therefore, 

S,C% = gi Sid, + go S:C2-+ ...+ gp Si Cy = Q, 

for any positive integer g. 

§ 2 

For any given number 
™ 

A = 3 aye; 
i=1 

of the non-nilpotent system (é1, €2, ... @m) there is a linear relation 
between A, A®, ... A™!; therefore, a smallest positive integer 
u =m + 1 for which A, 42, ... A* are linearly related, and thus for 
which we have 

(17) Q(4) = A* + pi A* t+... + pud = 9, 

where the p’s are functions of the a’s. Let pi, po, ..- py, respec- 
tively of multiplicity ui, wo, ... u,, be the distinct non-zero roots, if 
anv, of 2(p) = 0; when we have 

(18) 2 (p) = pko(p — pi)hi(p — po)Re ... (o — p,)e, 

where ky 2 1. Further, let 

(19) W (p) = p(p — px) (o — pz) ... (0 — py). 

Let now 
p 

f(A) = X aA" 
h=1 

be any polynomial in 4. If f(A) = 0, then p 2 yw and f (p) contains 
Q(o); otherwise, there is a linear relation between A, 42, ... A*~?, 
which is contrary to supposition. Wherefore, if f(A) is nilpotent, 
f(o) contains W (p). Conversely, if f (9) contains W (p), f (A) is mil- 
potent; and, if f(p) contain Q (p), then f(A) = 0. 

Let A be non-nilpotent. Corresponding respectively to the r 2 1 
distinct non-zero roots of 2 (p) = 0, are r linearly independent num- 
bers J, Jo, ... J,, linear in powers of A, which are severally idempo- 
tent and mutually nilfactorial: thus we have 

(200) L.dJj-=2, #0, 17, =0 (u.o=1,2,... 93 & = w). 
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If, for 1 Sur, 

(21) oo'(p) = 
(¥ a py)h peat (0 Spal ) 

ie (o hie, pu)* ’ 

(u) (op — pu) — (0. — pu)*“\ 
Mea (2a a 

oe (prs — psy" 
2,...¥—l,uw+l1,... Ff), 

and 

(22) fu(e) = do™ (p) di (p) ... du-a™ (p) busi (p) ... br (p), 

we may write 

(23) I, = fy (A) (u= 1,2, ...1r).5 

I shall denote by r the greatest value of r for any number A of the 
system. Then r is the greatest number of idempotent numbers, mu- 
tually nilfactorial, contained in the system (¢1, é, ... @m). For, if 
possible, let the system contain p > r numbers Aj, Ko, ... K, satis- 
fying the conditions 

K,K, = 0 

,v= 1,2, ... p30 FU). 

The K’s are then linearly independent. If now 

A == ALK, + hoKe a eee +. ApK py, 

where the )’s are any p= distinct scalars other than zero, the equation 
Q(p) = 0 has p > r distinct non-zero roots, which is contrary to 
supposition. 

Let A be non-nilpotent and, for any positive integer p, let 

(24) N®) = a@,(A) = A?— J ph; 
u=1 

— —-- —— 

_ 5 For then, in the first place, f, (P) contains p as a factor; therefore, f, (A) 
is linear in powers of A. Moreover, for 1 Sur, fy(P) does not contain 
(Q(p), whereas (fu(P))*— fu(P) does contain 2(p); and, therefore, J, = fy(A) #0, 
I, —I, = 0. Further, for any two distinct integers u and v from 1 tor, 
fu(P)f,(P) contains 2 (p); and, therefore, /,/, = 0. By the aid of the above 
two equations, we may show that J;, 2, ... 7; are linearly independent. Thus, if 

J =Oli +ale+...+e/, = 0, 
then, for l<ucr, Cyuly = IJ I, = 0: 
and, therefore, c, = 0. 
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in which case NV) is nilpotent, since 

Dp (p) p>? — 2 pu fu (p) 
u=1 

contains W (p): therefore, by theorem TI, 

S, A? = » pu? Si Ly + S,;N® > pu? Sila, 
u=1 u=1 

(25) Tr Tr 
$A? = Fo p?Srlu+ SN? = py? Sale. 

u=1 u=1 
If possible, let 

S, A? = S, A?t — eee = S, A?*1 — 0 

for some positive integer p. By (25), we then have 

pr Sil + po? Silo + ... + p/P" Sil, = 0 
(kh = 0,1,2,...r—1); 

and since, by theorem I, neither 8,4, S,Js, ... nor S;J; is zero, it fol- 
lows that 

pr”, ... pp. | = 0, 

es €.6 8 &,6.6.6.5 24 

which is impossible, since by supposition the p’s are distinct and other 
than zero. A fortiore, we cannot have 

Si AP = S; APT =... = Si Aprrt = 0 

for any positive integer p. Similarly, we may show that we cannot 
have 

So AP —_— S, A?*! => = S, APT! pe 0 

for any positive integer p if A is non-nilpotent. 
We have now the following theorem. 

Theorem III. Let (¢:, ¢2, . - . @m) be any given non-nilpotent number 
system; and let r be the maximum number of idempotent numbers, 
mutually nilfactorial contained in the system. Then, if for any number 

A = Qe, + Agé2. + ... + Umem 
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of the system, we have, for some positive integer p, 

S,A?™* = Q (h = 0,1,2, ...r —1), 

S_ AP = () (h 0, l, Zs eet = 1), 

A is nilpotent. Conversely, if A is nilpotent, these equations are all 
satisfied for any positive integer p.® 

With respect to the idempotent numbers J), Jo, ...J,, linear in 
powers of any non-nilpotent number A, the number system may be 
regularized as follows. Let I, denote the aggregate of numbers 

r r fe 
e— 7 Lye — & el, + 2s iM lel, 

u=1 u=1 u=1 »v=1 

fori = 1,2, ...m. For any assigned integer u from 1 to r, let T,, 
and T’,,, denote, respectively, the aggregates 

Tr 

l.¢— > el, and elu — 2 Lel, 
c=] v=] 

for: = 1, 2, ... m; and, for any assigned pair of integers u, v from 
1 tor, let T,, denote the aggregate of numbers [,,e; 1, fori = 1, 2, ... m. 
Further, for u and v any two integers from o to r, let m,, denote the 
greatest number of linearly independent numbers of the aggregate T,,; 

and, if m,, ~ 0, let Jy,, for h = 1, 2, ... my, denote any system of 
m,, linearly independent numbers of T,,. We then have, by (20), 

(26) | Jute = dete = Subs i. | J uh’o — J uh’o J oh’’y FP —_ J oh’ 

(u,v=1,2,...7; he 1,2,... my; & = 1,2,... mu; A = 1,2,... Mer), 

(27) Lyd ube = 0 = Jeisle 

(u,o=0,1,2,...7; h=1,2,... my; wo =1,2,...7; w xUu,v 2). 

We may now show that the J’s are linearly independent. For, if 

r ™ pq rT Mpo 

J d i 8 Yphq J pha + i d Yphod pho 
p=1 g=1 h=1 p=1 h=1 

r Mop Moo 

+ F 3 Johp J ohp + z Joho oho = 0, 
p=1 h=l1 h=1 

6 Cf. paper by the author in the Trans. Am, Math. Soc., 6, 545, note. 
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then, for any pair of integers u, v from 1 tor, 

Muy 

> gurodue = I, JI, = 0; 
h=1 

and, since by supposition Ju, Ju», ete., are linearly independent, we 
have 

Juke = O (ono 1,2; ... t2 = 1, SZ... 

Whence it follows that 

r Myo r Mop moo 

JF= 2D LD Gobo pro + 2, DL Gohpd orp + a A ax Joho = 0; 
p=1 h=1 p=1 h=1 

and, therefore, for 1 S u Sr, 

muo Mou 
> Juho J uho = [,J = QO, 2 Johu J ohu = JJ, = 0. 
h= = 

From these equations we derive 

ie =0 (w= 1,2, ... 7; & = 1,2, ... weer), 

Johu =O (u= 1, ya ace VG h= > yA Sect Mou). 

Thus, ultimately, we have 
moo 

> Yoho J oho = 0; 
h=l1 

whence follows 

Joho = O (oe wt. 2... .. Oe). 

Since 

(28) = z > Iyel, 
u=l1 v=l 

T 9 (hes —} wel) + (elu —} T,e:Iy) 
u=l v= 1 u=l] r=] 

ees, 3 ha-E ah+E r [ye Ty) 
u=l u=l] e=] 

(gq = 1,2. ... wm), 

it follows that each unit of (e, e@, ... @), and thus that any number 
of this system, can be expressed linearly in terms of numbers in the 
(r+ 1)? aggregates T',, (u,v = 0, 1,2, ... 1), and, therefore, linearly 
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in terms of the J’s. Whence it follows that we may take the J’s as 
new units, and the number system thus transformed is regularized 
with respect to the idempotent numbers J;, J2, ... I,.7 

Since, for 1 Su <r, I, belongs to 'yu, we may put 

(29) lo= Jeane (= 1,2, ... 1). 

If now B’ is any number of the system (@, @&, ... ém) satisfying the 
equation I, B’ = B’, then, by (26) and (27), 

“PF Mug 
B' = £ > bok J uns; 

v=0 h=1 

similarly, if B’I, = B”, we have 

r My 

BY = > > b  adac’ 
v=0 h=1 

Therefore, by theorem I. 
. 

mS,I, — > Murs 
(30) v=0 

Tr 
mSel, = y mu. 

v=0 (ye = 1,2, ... 47)’ 

Let (u, v), for u, v any two integers from 0 to r denote a number of 
the aggregate T,,. From (26) and (27), it then follows that the non- 
vanishing products of numbers in the several aggregates are given by 
the following equations: 

(31) (u,v) (v,w) = (u, w) 

(u,v, w = 0,1,2, ... 1); 

and we further have 

(32) (u,v) (v',w) = 0 

(u,v, v',w =0,1,2,...r; v' € 2).8 

7 When the number system is thus transformed each of the new units is 
in one or other of Peirce’s four “groups” or aggregates with respect to each 
of the r idempotent numbers /;, /2, .../,. Thus, if u is any integer from 
1 to r and v, w any two integers from 0 to r other than u, then the units 
J uhju Loh = my), J uh (1 s h, s Muy), J chu (1 Sh, < Myy), and 
Ji wl Sh,&m)w are respectively in the first, second, third, and fourth 
groups with respect to /,. See B. Peirce, loc. cit., p. 109. 

We have now 
fe 

m=> DS Muy. 
u=(0 =) 

8 Cf. B. Peirce, loc. cit., p. 111. 
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Therefore, if in the square array, 

Pn, Ty, ce. | ore | Tr 

I'o3, I's, e@6 Io, T'ap 

Pn, T'y2, Dr, Tyo 

Ben tay, --- Ton Te 

we strike out any p rows or any p columns, the units of the aggregates 
in the resulting array constitute a sub system of (1, @2, ...@m). In 
particular, for Our, the units of I, constitute a sub system. 
Since, by (32), (u, v) is nilpotent if uw ~ v, we have 

(33) S,(u,v) = 0, Se(u,v) = 0 (u,eo = 01,2, ... 93 0 a). 

Let now A be so chosen that r = r, where, as above, r is the greatest 
value of r for any number A of the system. The units of Ip) then 
constitute a nilpotent sub system; and, since every number of a 
nilpotent system or sub system is nilpotent, we now have 

(34) S, (0,0) = 0, S,(00) = 0. 

For, otherwise, if [997 contains an idempotent number Jp, we have 

Iel,=0= I, Ie (eg = 1,2, ... 9) 

by (27); and thus the number system (¢1, €2 ... &m) contains r+ 1 
idempotent numbers mutually nilfactorial, which is impossible, as 
shown above p. 19. Moreover, for 1 ur, there is now but one 
idempotent number in the aggregate [,,. For, if possible, let Ty, 

Muu 
contain a second idempotent number J’, = }> caJuy other than J,, 

in which case we have J’? = I’.: let ga: 

"= 1—-T'. 

when we have, by (20) and (26), 

Me=12-L%—-Mutré=1—24te, = lw 

l’.f".«I', (I, -I') #02 1, —Fl Il, = I'l'.* 

and, by (32), 

rI",= 1,(i,-I',) =0= 1, -l,)i,=1",1, (ew). 

9 Cf. B. Peirce, loc. cit., p. 112. 
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Wherefore, there are then at least r + 1 mere numbers nny 
nilfactorial, namely, I’,, 7”, and J, forv = 1,2,...u—l,u+1, 
which is impossible. 

The number system when regularized with respect to r idempotent 
numbers, so that [99 contains no idempotent number, and each of the 
aggregates I, Too, ... I';; but a single idempotent number, is said to 
be completely regularized. 

For 1 ur, we may now take the m,, — 1 units other than J, 
of the aggregate or system I,,, so that they shall all be nilpotent; in 
which case they constitute by themselves a nilpotent sub system, 
every number of which is, therefore, nilpotent.1° I shall assume that 
in each of the aggregates T',,, (u = 1,2, ... 17) the units have been so 
chosen. 

Let 
r Mus 

(35) a 2 a Auhyd uhv- 
u=0 »=0 A=l 

By equations (29), (30), (33), and (34), and by what has just been 
stated, we now have 

(36) S,A = 7 Gumyyu 1 Ly 
u=1 
1 T 4 

= — D> DP Gumus, 
m u=1 v=0 

= 

z Geman Set 

Sy 7 Aumyyu Mru- 
u=1 »=0 

I shel say that the two idempotent units J, and J, (1 Su Sr, 
1 vr, » ¥ u) are connected if there are two numbers (u, v)’ and 
(rv, u)’ ’ such that 

Si (u, v)’ (2, u)’ ¥ 0; 

otherwise, not connected. If I, and J, are not connected, then 

S; (u, v) (v, u) = 0 
. a 

10 This theorem is due to B. Peirce, loc. cit., p. 118. His proof is defective. 
The first proof, I believe, of the theorem without the aid of the theory of 
groups was given by me in the Transactions American Mathematical Society, 
5, p. 547, by employing the generalized scalar function. 
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for any two numbers (u,v) of T,, and (v,u) of T,,. Let (u, 2)’, 
(v, u)’ be any two numbers of I,,, I’, respectively. Then 

(u, v)’ (2, u)’ - pl, = Ny 

by (31), where N, is linear in the nilpotent units of I’, and is, there- 
fore, either zero or nilpotent, and thus N,?*! = 0 for some positive 
integer p. Furthermore, 

Si (u, v)’ (2, u)’ = pSily.™* 

If now I, and J, are connected, then, for a proper choice of (u, v)’, 
(v, u)’, we have S;(u, v)’ (v, u)’ ¥ 0, in which case p ¥ 0: therefore, 
we may put 

A 1 , pai y r n— ry 
(v, u)” = opti (v, u)’ (p? Iu + p? *Nut ... + pNu?* + N,y?), 

when we have 

(u, v)’(v, u)” = (ply “ Nu) (p” I+ ep? Nat ... + pN,?* + N.?) p?*l 

1 , ot 
| = PH (p17, — Ny?) = I; 

and since 

[(v, u)”” (uw, v)’]? = (v, wu)’. (u, v)’ (v, a)”. (a, v)’ 

= (v, u)” I, (u, v)’ = (0, u)” (u, v)’, 
it follows that 

(v, u)” (u, v)’ = I, 

otherwise, there is more than one idempotent unit in I,,, which is 
contrary to supposition. Wherefore, zf J, and I, are connected, there 
are two numbers (u, v)’ and (v, u)’, of T,, and T’,, respectively, such that 

(u, v)’(v, w)’ = I,, (v, u)’(u, v)’ = I,; 

and conversely, since in this case 

Si (u, v)’(v, u)’ = ST, ¥ 0. 

If I, and I, are connected, and I, and I,, are also connected, then I, 
and I, are connected, where u, v, w are any three distinct integers from 

11 Further, Se (u, v)’ (v, u)’ = pSely; 
therefore, if S, (u, v)’ (v, u)’ # 0, then S: (u, v)’ (v, u)’ ¥ 0, and conversely. 
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1 to r. For, in this case there are two pairs of numbers, namely, 
(u, v)’, (v, u)’ and (v, w)’, (w, v)’ such that 

(u, v)’ (vo, u)’ = I, (v, wu)’ (u, v)’ = T,, 

(v, w)’ (w, v)’ = I,, (w, v)’ (v, w)’ = 

Therefore, if 
(u,w)’ = (u, v)’ (2, w)’, (w, u)’ = (w, v)’ (v, u)’, 

we have, by (26), 

(u, w)’ (w, u)’ = (u, v)’. (v, w)’ (w, vy’. (v, u)’ 

= (u,v) I, (v, u)’ = (u, v)’ (v, u)’ = I,, 

(w, u)’ (u, w)’ = (w, v)’. (v, u)’ (u, v)’. (2, w)’ 

= (w, v)’ I, (v, w)’ = (w, v)’ (v, w)’ = Ty. 

For u, v any two distinct integers from 1 to r, let I, and J, be con- 
nected. Thus let 

‘ ,/ / v OF \/ (u,v) (v, wu)’ = F,, (v, u)’ (ua, v0)’ = I,. 

Let : = m,, — 1; and let the nilpotent units of T,,, be denoted by 
N,®, N,®, ... N”. Then (u, v)’ and the products NV,™-(u, v)’, 
for h = 1,2, ...k, are numbers of the aggregate T’,, linearly inde- 
pendent. For, if 

k 

go°(u,v)’ + YF Nu: (u, v)’ = 0, 
h=l1 

then 
k k & , oe \7 / 

glut Y grNu” =[go- (u,v) + Y grNu” - (u,r)’'] (a, u)’ = 0 
h=1 h=1 

which is impossible, unless the g’s are all zero. Therefore, 

My Zk +1 = my. 

Moreover, there is no number in the aggregate I’,, linearly indepen- 
dent of these k + 1 numbers of this aggregate. For, if (u,v) is any 
number of this aggregate, since (uv) (v, u)’ belongs to the aggregate 
Ty, we have 

k 
(u,v) (v, u)’ = eolut YF oo Ny; 

h=1 
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and, therefore, 

(u,v) = (u,v) Is = (u, v)+(v, u)’ (u, v)’ 

(colu t+ Y caNu™) (u, v)’ 
h=1 

k 
Co(u,v)’ + FY ca Nu™ (u, v)’. 

h=1 

Whence it follows that m,, cannot exceed m,, = k + 1; and, there- 
fore, My, = M,, Similarly, we may show next that (v, u)’ and the 
product (2, u)’ N,, for h = 1,2, ...k, are linearly independent, 
and that in terms of these numbers every number of the aggregate 
T,, can be expressed linearly. Finally, that J, and the & products 
(v, u)’ N, (u, v)’, for h = 1,2, ...k, are linearly independent, and 
that in terms of these numbers every number of the aggregate I,, can 
be expressed linearly. Therefore, in particular, ¢f I, and I, are con- 
nected, 

Muy = My = Mey = Mey 

For 1 Sim and u,v any two integers from 0 to r, let (u, v); 
denote the component of e; in T,,. We then have 

(38) a=) > (yagi (= 1,2, ... m). 
p=0 q=0 

Whence, from (32), we derive 

XE Silu,2)(p, 9 
p=0 q=0 

> Siu, v) (», qi 
q=0 

(39) S; (u, v) ej 

= DY S§,(v,q)i (u,v) = Si (x, u); (u,v) = S, (u, v) (2, us 
q=0 

(uuomO,1,2...r; 21,2, ... a). 

We may now show first that if, for OS uSr, the aggregate To, 
contains any unit, that is, if m,o > 0, the number system (¢;, é2, . . .ém) 
contains an invariant nilpotent sub system. For, let (u, 0) #0, 
and let 

(0, u);(u, 0) = (0, 0); (¢ = 1,2, ... m); 
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when, by (34) and (39), we have 

Si (u, 0) ae Si (u, 0) (0, U); 

Si (0, u); (u, 0) = Si (0, 0), = 0 

(om 3,2... oe), 

and thus (u, 0) satisfies equations (6). Similarly, if m,, > 0(1 Sun), 
we may show that (¢, ¢2, ... @,) contains an invariant nilpotent sub 
system. 

Again, if T,, (1 ur) contains more than one unit, that is, if 
My, > 1, the system (¢;, €2, ... @m) contains an invariant nilpotent sub 
system. For, in this case, there is a nilpotent number (u, u) of Ty, 
whose product with any number of this aggregate is, therefore, nil- 
potent;!? and thus (wu) (u,u); for 7 = 1,2, ...m, is nilpotent: 
therefore, 

Si(u, ule; = S,(u,u)(u,u) =O (@=1,2,...m), 

and thus (wu, u) is a solution of equations (6). If, for u, v any two 
distinct integers from 1 tor, J, and J, are connected, and either I,, 
or I, contains more than one unit; that is, if either m,, > 1 or 
Mn, > 1, the system (¢1, 2, ... @m) contains a nilpotent sub system. 
For then, by the theorem p. 645, we have m,, > 1. Further, if J, and 
I, are not connected, and either [,, or I, contains one or more 
units, that is, if m,, > 0 or m,, > 0, the number system contains an 
invariant nilpotent sub system. For let (u,v) ¥ 0: in this case, by 
the theorem given, p. 642, we have 

S; (u, v) (v, u); = 0 . A. 
therefore, 

Si (u, v)e; = S,(u, v) (v, u); = 0 (¢ = 1,2, ... m), 

and thus (u,v) satisfies equations (6). Finally, if 7, and J, are not 
connected and m,, > 0, (¢1, é2, ... @m) contains an invariant nilpotent 
sub system. 

12 Namely, when m,, > 1, any number (u, u) linear in the nilpotent units 
of I’y, is such a number. For since /, is a modulus of the system [yy, these 
nilpotent units constitute an invariant nilpotent sub system of ['y,. Where- 
fore, the products of (u, u) and any number of ['y, belongs to this nilpotent 
sub system, and is, therefore, nilpotent. 
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I shall now assume that the number system (¢), ¢, ... ¢,) contains 
no invariant nilpotent sub system, in which case, by what has just 
been proved, we have 

(40) Mug = Mey = Me = 0 (y= 1,2, ...1), 

that is, no number of the system is contained in I, nor in either of the 
aggregates I,,., I',, for u = 1,2, ... 7. Further, 

(41) My, = 1 (w= 1,2,...7r), 

that is, J, is the only unit in [,, for] Sur. Finally, for wu and o 
any two distinct integers from 1 to r, if J,, and J, are connected, 

My, = My, = 1; 

whereas, if J,, and J, are not connected, 

My, = My, = 0. 

In the present case, the number system contains a modulus, viz., 

(42) em ii tigt ... th, 

since, for u, v any two integers from 1 tor, if T’,, contains a unit J,3,, 
we have 

€J vay = Jur = Jur 
by (26) and (27). 

It is, with the present assumption, convenient to modify our nota- 
tion to indicate the connection which may exist between certain of 
the idempotent numbers, J, Jo, ...J;. I shall, therefore, suppose 
these numbers arranged in v aggregates, 1 {» Sr, containing respec- 

tively 1, M2, ... wy Of the I’s, where 2} wu, =r, any two idem- 
p=1 

potent numbers in the same aggregate being connected, but no 
pair of idempotent numbers in different aggregates being connected; 
and, for 1S p < »v, I shall denote by 7,” (wu = 1, 2, ... My) the idem- 
potent numbers in the p™ aggregate. The r aggregates of numbers,. 
formerly denoted by I,,, for u,v = 1,2, ... r, into, one or other of 
which the units fall when the system is regularized as above and 
contains no invariant nilpotent sub system, will now be denoted by 
r,,,.?” for p,qg= 1,2, ... v, and for u= 1,2, ...upand o= 1,2, .. . pe: 
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and the number of linearly independent numbers in I,” will be 
denoted by m,,,‘”13. By what is shown above we now have 

(44) My??? = 1 (p= 1,2, ... 9; uo 1,2, ... w,), 

(45) my?” = 0 

(p,¢g= 1,2, ...0; gx p; u = 1,2, os flys @ = I, 2, as 

For 12 pv and u and 2 any two distinct integers from 1 to up, 
we may now, in harmony with the preceding notation, denote the single 
unit of T,,.”” by J,,; and if, further, we denote by J,,'” the idem- 
potent unit J,” of T,,,°?”’, we shall have as the multiplication table 
of the system 

(46) Ju,” Jing?) = pe FD J ue” Jvyw? = 0 

(p= 1,2, ...¥; u,v,0,w = 1,2, ... up; v' ¥ 2), 

(47) J ue” Jyy? = 0) 

(p,q=1,2,...¥; gp; Uvo= 1, 2,... up; wu’, v',= 1, 2, ... pg) 

by (31), (32), and (44), where pyyy = pu» = 1. For 1S p<», and for 
u, v any two integers from 1 to y,, it follows from (44) that 

Pum”? Si Ju,” -_ Si Jy? J ni?) * 0, 

and thus pyy,” ~ 0, otherwise J,,'”) = I,” and J,’ = I, are not 
connected; and, since 

(pur)? Fun = (pun Fun)? = (Sus Fou)? 

= Sug) + Dy) Dye Tu = prous Fug OT 9 OT vy 

= py Dy Od uw = pour” pun” Fux 0, 

we have pun” = pur”. Further, for 1£ w S pp, 

Pure” Peuw”? : oa — Purw”? J ny? Jua™ — Pe . oA Le me 

= J ny OT ug , + ee P) — Dou rd 9 Od ny”) 

_ Prue Od sy” # 0; 

— - Sa 
and, therefore, pu? 0. 

13 Thus, whereas, formerly [',, denoted the aggregate of numbers J, ¢;/, 
. m, of which m,, were linearly independent, I',,‘?.% is now the for + = 1, 2,. , 

aggregate of numbers /,{?)e;/,% for « = 1, 2,...m, of which my "?® are 
linearly independent. 

14 Therefore, 
v b Mp Ky v Mp Lad Vv 

m=eFZZTZzs My?” =5 ZZ My PP? => My’. 
p=lq=lu=lr=1 p=lu=l1r=1 p=1 
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Let 

: bie xe l ae 
(48) Jur’ nee id yy S19! " 

V Pjui Pit 
(p> = 1,2, ... #3 wo 9 = 1,2, -.. ge). 

Then 
/ 7 

1 yf V py”? pi? = 
(49) J uy’? — (P) Jy”? ed y\? =_e_ a cade J us”) 

Pult Pulp 
(p = I, 2, ... 9; a 0 I, 2, ... my) 

by (46); and, therefore, we may take the J’s as new units. We now 
have 

(50) Jue? J vg 1 etree Jy) Ty 9§6+ F yy) Jy 
V pyur”? piri”? * pin”? pro”? 

l —_— 
on $$ Jy) Fy 155 = Sy, 

V oyu prwi™ 

1 , —— J PT) Jy) Sy = 0 
Pru”? pri” ‘ Pir’) ?) O11 (P) 

(p = 1,2, ... v3 u,v, 0,w = 1,2, ... pps 0 X 9), 

1 

Vora) Pin”? , Pru’? pw? 

(p, g =1, 2, oe Vy q = Pp; Uv= 1, 2; -++ Mp; u', vy’ = | A ‘ve Mg). 

J uv PT gry?) - 

(51) Ju Ive = Teg? Ty) Tey MWS = 0 

For 1 S pS», the units J,,"” for u, » = 1, 2, ... uy constitute a quad- 
rate of order u,; and, therefore, in the present case, the number sys- 
tem is constituted by v mutually nilfactorial quadrates.4® For the 
modulus € of the system we now have 

v a v Bn x 
(52) e= EP YL LOH EL Iu” 

p=1 u=l p=1 u=1 

15 For 
Fy) Ty 9'P 0 Dy?) Fy'? = Jy) Pod POS Ped iy?) = Pin’? Da?) Fay?) Faro?) 

Pin? Sua? Siw'??. 
16 A quadrate is a hyper complex number system with m = 7? units 

€uy (u,v = 1,2, ... m) which can be so chosen that 
E€uv€rw = Euy, Eur €r’'y = O (u,v,v,w =1,2,...m; v 2). 

B. Peirce, Am. Journ. Maths., 4, 217. 

li 
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By (30), (33), (40), (44), and (45), we now have 

ae ws... | Pp 
(53) mSiJw”) = > > My?) = > My ??) = Mp 

q=l1 v=1 v=] 

v ¥p Hq a 
= 7 Mey??? = > > My, bt?” = M Sod yy’? 

v=1 q=1 »v=1 
(p= 1,2, ...»y%,3 4 = 1,2, ... pp), 

(54) SiJdu” = 0, Sodus = 0 

(p= 1,2, ... 7; uo = 1, 2, ... pp; 0 9% ws). 

™ 
And since, for any number A = ) aje;, we may now put 

i=1 

v Hp Mp mee 
(55) A = i > > Cyr” Jal”, 

p=1 u=1 o=!1 
we have 

= up 6D ee 
(56) S,A = EE EB cw Sy Juv 

1 u=l1 rv=1 .~ | Ml 

» MP up a 
a + 3 d d Cur”) So Tus?) = SoA. 

p= 1 u=1 =1 

Therefore, in particular, 

(57) S166; = Se €;€; (2,7 = & 2, pee m), 

and thus we have A; = A, also in the case now considered, when the 
system (¢), é2, ... €m) contains no invariant nilpotent sub system and 
neither A; nor Ag is zero. 

From the conditions, necessary and sufficient, that the m® constants 
Viz (t, J, k = 1,2, ... m) shall constitute the constants of multiplica- 
tion of a hyper complex number system in m units, viz., 

™ ™ 

(58) > vinnvin = D Viervin 
k=1 k=1 

(1, j, h,l= 1, 2, eee m), 
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we derive 

(59) m™A, = | mS, (e&4;) | 

| @ j= 1,2, ... m) 

= | Dale Vijk Verh | = | Dale vith Vink 

| (i,j = 1,2,... m) | iach e:.. al 

= Villy «++ VYilmy --+ Vimly --+- Yimm | Villy «++ Vjmly -++ Yjimy --+ Yjmm | 5 
. i] : 

(4 = 1,2, ... m) 1 (7 = 1,2, ... m) | 

(60) m™”™A. = | mSree; | 

(2,7 = 1,2, ... m) | 

= | Dale Viik Vakh | = | Dale Vhgk Vein 

rerrr ae) | @, 7 = 1,2, ... m) 

= | Yiily --- Yiimy --- Ymily --- Ymim Yijis --- Ymjly «++ Yijmy --+ Ymjm 

(¢ = 1,2, ...m) | (jf = 1,7, ... =) 

A number system containing no invariant sub system is termed by 
Cartan a simple system (systeme simple), and he shows that such a 
system is what is here termed a quadrate. A non-simple system 
containing no invariant nilpotent sub system Carten terms semi- 
simple.17 Such a-system is constituted by nilfactorial quadrates of 
which the invariant sub systems are any p(1 <p < v) of these quad- 
rates. By what is shown above it appears that A; + 0 or A, ¥ 0 
is the condition necessary and sufficient that a number system shall 
be either simple or semi-simple. We have, therefore, the following 
theorem: 

Theorem IV. Let e;, €2, ... €m be the units of any hyper complex 
number system, and let 

A, = | S1 ee; , Ao = So ee; 

(7=1,2,...9) | | Gi *12..-9 

Then Ay = Ag. If A, ¥ 0, the number system contains a modulus and 
is either simple or semi-simple, that is, is constituted by v2 1 mutually 
nilfactorial quadrates; and, conversely, in this case, A, = A, ¥ 0. 

17 Comptes Rendus, 124, 1218 (1897). 
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§ 3. £ 

It has been shown by C. 8. Peirce that any given hyper complex 
number system (¢), €2, .. . @m) is a sub system of a quadrate of order n, 
where the greatest value n need assume is m+ 1. This is, of course 
equivalent to the theorem that any given number system can be 
represented by a matrix whose order need not exceed m + 1.18 

Let now (@, é:, ... @m) be any given number system; let 
Cy (u,v = 1,2, ... nm) be the units of the quadrate of which 
(€;, €2, ... €m) is a sub system, when we have 

(61) €ur€ow = Cus Exv€v'w = O 
(u,7,0,w=1,2,...n; 0 ¥ >); 

and let 
nm 7 

(62) a=) ¥ Bu Eur (a = 1,2, ... m). 
u=l1 rv=1 

The units ¢), ¢2, ... €, may then be regarded as represented, respec- 
tively, by the m linearly independent matrices F£,, Eo, ... E,, where 
E;, for 1 = i, 2, ... m, is defined by the system of equations, 

(63) (£1', &', ... En’) = ( Ou™, Oyo, ... On Ei, f, ... En), 
A, Boo) Oa 

m 
and any number x= ) aje; of (¢;, 2, ... €m) by the matrix of the 

i=l 
linear substitution 

(64) 
m ™m m 

(Ey", £2’, . E,') = ( »s LO, , LA", ... 2 ri Ain” O£1, &, ... &n). 
i=1 i=l i=l | 
™ ™m m 
- Xj 9e,"", > 15 Bag, tee > 14 Don 
t=] (= s=1 

sd wikia di hada a Whee eke eee wie | 
m m ™m 

x Li Ons”, > Li One, tee > LiOnn | 
i=] i=] i=l 

18 Loc. cit., p. 221; also These Proceedings, 10, 392 (1875). In certain 
cases, as shown by Peirce, we may take n< m; in other cases, n must be 
greater than m. See § 4. 
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For arty number of the quadrate e,,(u, v = 1, 2, ...m) the two 
scalar functions with respect to this number system defined in theorem I 
are equal as shown in § 2; and, therefore, but a single symbol is re- 

quired for these functions. I shall denote by S A the two equal scalar 
functions of any number 

_ s 2 GQii1, Gy, ... An 
(65) A= a 7 yur €ur = | 

a ee (lo;, Goo, ... Gan 

GQni, Un2, .-- Ann 

of the quadrate; and, by theorem I, we then have 

—_ 1 — 
(66) S €u, = , Sen.= 0 (u,v= 1,2, ...n; 2 u),!* 

and, therefore, 
7% % 

- ra 
. A = tz Quy €uy — n bm (yy. 

u=l1 v=1 u=1 

| 
dS. (67) ; 

I shall denote simply by 1 the modulus of the quadrate, and pl, for 
any scalar p, simply by p. We have 

7 

(68) 1 = > €uu- 
u=1 

il nr r 
Any number 4d = }) Do aweéuy of the quadrate satisfies an equation 

u=l v=] 

(69) (A) = (A — p)(A — pe) ... (A — pn) = 9, 

where the p’s are scalars; and we have 

(70) o(p) = | p— a, —a@p,... — Qin | = (p — pi) (0 — pe) ~ 
ane YT 

| — (lo), p iene (loo, os — Clon, \p Pn , 

| 
— An}, (n2, Pp —— Gann 

19 For the number of linearly independent numbers XX of the quadrate 
satisfying the equation ey, X = X is m, since every such nuraber ts linearly 
expressible in €y:, €y2, ..- €yn, and each of these numbers satisfies this equa- 
tion. Therefore, by theorem J, n?S,€un = mn. Similarly, the number of 
linearly independent numbers X of the quadrate satisfying the equation 
X €yy = X is also n> and, therefore, n? Sy €uy = NM. Since, for v = 4, Eu, IS nil- 
potent, Si €uy = Se Exp = () (v = u). 

20 Cayley: Philosophical Transactions, p. SOO (18538). 
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The polynomial ¢(p) is termed the “characteristic function” of A, 

and ¢(p) = 0 the “characteristic equation” of A. Since, by (67), 

nS A is the sum of the constituents in the principal diagonal of the 

matrix representing A, it follows that n SAis equal to the sum of the 

roots of the characteristic equation of A. 

If A is idempotent, the roots of its characteristic equation are 0 and 

1. Wherefore, 7f A is idempotent, n SAis equal to the multiplicity of 

the root 1 of the characteristic equation of A. 

In conformity with the notation employed in § 2, let 

(71) Q(A) = A*+ pj Aet+ ... 4+ 7,14 = 0 

be the syzygy of lowest order in powers of A. Then o¢ (p) contains 
Q(p). Whence it follows that n is the maximum number of distinct 
non-zero roots of the equation 2(p) = 0. Therefore, by theorem ITI, 

and what was proved p. 636, A is nilpotent if, for some positive integer p, 

SA**=0 (h=0,1,2,...n—1). 

Conversely, by theorem I, if A is nilpotent, these equations are satisfied 
for any positive integer p. 

nm 
For the scalar functions defined in § 1 of any number A= )  aje@; 

i=1 

of the system (¢, 2, ... ém) I shall write S,;A and S.A as in § 1 and 

§ 2. The symbol S also is significant when prefixed to any letter de- 
noting a number of the system (¢;, é2, ... @m), since any such number 
belongs to the quadrate éy, (u,v, = 1,2,...2). We have, by (62) 
and (67), 

2 — bine | 
(72) Se = - >, Ou (¢=1,2,...); 

u=1 

and, therefore 
m 

(73) SA= JF aSeq= J r 04, Oyu"). 
t=] i=l u=l1 

Let now 

(74) X= > Lig = d d » 4 Ous€us; 
t=1 i=l u=l v=] 
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and let the number system (¢), é2, ... @m) contain at least one number 
satisfying the system of equations 

(75) S Xe; = xaSee+ oS 62; + cm _ LmS Cm ei = ( 

(¢= 1,2, ... mm). 

(76) V= Se,é, S €2€1, ian S Cmei iy 

S €; @o, S €9€, re S €m €2 

| Siem, S €2€m, 0% S €mem 

we, therefore, now have V = 0, Let X = B be any number of 
(€1, €2) ... €m) satisfying equations (75). Then B is nilpotent; 
moreover, the product, in either order, of B and any number 

™ 
A= 2 ae of the system (ei, 2, ... m) is also a solution of equa- 

k=1 
tions (75). For, for any number 

Y = yiei + yoto + ... + Ymem 

of the system (¢;, é2, ... @m), We now have 

SBY = ySBe+ ySBeot+ ... + ymSBem = 0: 

wherefore, ia particular, 

SB = SBB = 0 (kh = 1,2, ...2 —1), 

and thus, by the theorem given on p. 654, B is nilpotent; further, 

S(BA-e) = S(B- Ae) = 0, 

S(AB-e;) = S(e:AB) = S(e,A-B) = S(B-e,A) = 0 

(g = 1.2. ... me). 

Since both B A and A B are solutions of equations (75), it follows 
by what has just been proved that both B A and A B are nilpotent. 
In particular, for 1 [i Sm, Be; is nilpotent; and, therefore, by 
theorem I, S,;Be;= 0. Whence it follows that B is a solution of the 
system of equations 

(77) S, Xe; = xr Syeye; + weSpege;y +... + am Siene; = 0 

ie m3. 2, 4. MO 
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Wherefore, we now have 

Ay nai Ao — 0.31 
m™m 

Conversely, if B= } bye, is any solution of equations (77), 
k=1 

Be; < jm) is by theorem II then also a solution of these equa- 
tions, and thus Be;, by theorem I, is nilpotent: therefore, by the 

theorem of p. 654, SBe; = 0 for 7 = 1,2, ... m; that is, B is a solu- 
tion of equations (75). Let the nullity of V be m’, where 1 Sm! Em. 
There is then a set of just m’ linearly independent numbers 
B,, Bo, ... By of the system (¢, @2, ... @m) satisfying equations (75); 
therefore, just m’ linearly independent numbers of this system satis- 
fying equations (77): whence it follows that the nullity of A; is m’. 
And since each of the B’s satisfies equations (77) it follows, from 
theorem ITI, that B,, Bo, ... B,, constitute an invariant nilpotent sub 
system of (¢;, é, ...@m) containing every invariant nilpotent sub 
system of (¢;, _ ee Cm)- 

Let now VY + 0. In this case, if, for any two numbers 

™m m 
A = > Qj Ci; B —  H be; 

+=1 i=1 

of (¢;, €2, ... €m), we have 

SAe = SBe; (¢ = 1,2, ... m); 

then A = B; otherwise, there is a number A — B ¥ 0 of the system 
satisfving equations (77). In this case, A; ~ 0 and the number 
system (¢1, €, ...@m) contains a nodulus but no invariant nilpotent 
sub system. 

Let now the number system (¢, é2, ... @m) be transformed by the 
substitution 

(78) Ci = Til + Tide + ... 1 Timem 

and let 

(79) V ‘ Se; ej 

(7,9 = 1,2, ... m) 

Then, since 
pel ™m ™m Pe 
a , - ° ° ‘ 

Se ies = > > TihT jk Ch Ck (2, 7 ims l, 2, vas 
h=1 k=l 

21 See p. 630. 
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we have 

(80) V = PV, 

where 7’ is the determinant of the transformation. Therefore, the 
equation VY = 0 is invariant to any transformation of the units of the 
system (€; €2, ... €m). 
We have now the following theorem: 

Theorem V. Let (¢€;, €2, ... €m) be any e number system consti- 
tuting a sub system of the quadrate €,,(u, v = 1,2, ... u): thus let 

if) nm 
ren, C14.) a). 
u=1 o=1 

For any given number 

a mm % 

a= > Quv€ur 
u=1 r=1 

of the quadrate, let 

=~ 1 
SA _ : , s Quus 

. 

when, for any given number 

m 
a = > “Ee = — r > ¥ ty Bug “Eus 

=n] t=1 u=1 e=1 

of the system (e), €2, ... €m), we have 

Sxy=-! > 5 2 Puy 
nM s=1 u=1 

Let 

V =i 

vee 2... ae 

denote the resultant of the system of equations 

m™m 
SXe= YF aSee = 0. (9 = 1,2, ... m). 

j=1 
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Then, uf the number system be transformed by the substituiion 

G = Ti+ tae t+...+ tinem (2= 1,2, ... m), 
and uf te 

= == Se'ie’; 

(2,7 = 1,2, ... 
we have 

V=PfY, 

where T is the determinant of the substitution. If V # 0, the system 
(€), €2, ... €m) contains a modulus but no invariant nilpotent sub system; 
and, in this case, uf for any two numbers 

m m 
A = > aj ei, B = a be; 

1=1 s=1 

of the system we have 

SAe;= S Be; (¢ = 1,2, ...m), 

then A= B. If TV = Oandm' (0 < m' £m) is the nallity of VY, the 
system (€,, €2, ...€m) contains a maximum invariant nilpotent sub 
system with m' units constituted by any m’ linearly independent solutions 

of the equations SXe;= 0 (i = 1,2, ...m). 
In precisely the same way we may now prove the following theorem 

of which the preceding theorem is a special case: 

Theorem VI. Let (e;, 2, ... €m) be any given hyper complex number 
system constituting a sub system of the number system &, €, ... €, 
whose constants of multiplication are Yum, for u, v7, w = 1, 2, ...n, 80 
that 

n 

€yués = > Y uow Ew 5 
w= | 

and let 
7 

Cj = > Gin Ey (i = ¥ 2, see m). 
u=l 

i} 
For any number A = JY aye, of the system (€,, €, ... €n), let 

u=1] 

: | i nm - 1 n 7% a Rea 
S,A = . 2 2 Oy Y ures SoA am oa > Dm Lu Y vurs 

‘ ysl] owl  usl pel 
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in which case, for any number 

™m ™ 7% 

i=1 t=1 u=1 

of the system (€, €2, ... €m), we have 

“as ] ™ " nm a 
S,A = > > > Ai Gin Yure 

N j=1 u=1 r=1 

1 ™ 7% " 
SoA = ps } A 7 1 BinsY eur- 

fel ywl sa) 

Finally, let X = } xjei, and let 
1 

V1 = | Sy €j €; y V2= So ej; | 

(G3, = 1,2,... m) (i,7 = 1, 2, ... m) 

be, respectively, the resultants of the systems of equations 

(a) S; A Qj = W S)€) é; + Xo DS) €2 Cj ose ae —_ om S) €m ej = 0 
i¢ ma 2, 2. 

(3) So X e; = X12 €2 Cj a to So @o €; os er. Um 2 Cm Cj = 0 
(¢ =: 1,-2, ... 8). 

Then, if the number system (e;, €2, ... €m) is transformed by the substi- 

tution 
4 = Tn T Tel. ... T Timem 

(2 — l, 2. see m), 
and uf 

V1 = S, eye; ’ V:2= Soeie) 

(t,7 = 1,2, ... m) (i,7 = 1,2, ... =) 

we have 
i Vi i? V7), V2= T- V2 

where T is the determinant of the substitution. If VW. #0, in which case 
‘ vs , 

72 € 0, and conversely, the system (e1, 2, ... €m) contarns a modulus, 
but no invariant nilpotent sub system; and in this case, vf Jor any two 

numbers 
ad org 

A=JT ati B= JT bie, 
= 1 = | 
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of this system, we have 

Si A <s uaee S; Be; 

»Ae; = SoBe; (7 - Agee, 

then A= B. If the nullity of VW; ism’ (0 < m’ Sm), in which case 

Vi = 0, the nullity of Wo is m’, and conversely; and the system 
(€1, €2, ... €m) then contains a maximum invariant nilpotent sub system 
constituted by any m’ linearly independent numbers of (e1, €2, ... €m) 
satisfying equations (a), or equations (3), every solution of equations (a) 
being a solution of equations (3), and conversely. 

Let (€1, €2, ... €m) be any given number system; let e,,, for 
u,v = 1,2, ...n, constitute a quadrate of which (¢;, @, ...¢,) isa 
sub system; and let 

Tt 

(81) 3 S OSe,: im 1, Be. om). 

The units of the system (¢), @, ...¢@m) are then represented, respec- 
tively, or may be identified, respectively, with the m linearly inde- 
pendent matrices defined by equations (63). 

The number system (e’;, e's, ... é’m) reciprocal to (¢, @, ... €m 
is then also a sub system of the quadrate: that is, 

} 

7 % 
(82) e'; = # > ae (7 mes 

u=1 v=1 

for a proper choice of the ’s. For the m numbers ce’), e's, ... e’m of 
the quadrate defined by equations (S2) may be identified, re spectively, 

> ae ; 
with the m matrices E’;, E’2, ... E’m, where EF’; for 1 [i Sm, is 
defined by the equations 

(Os he Ter ey 2} (1) (i Af . (83) E’ i (£1, £e gecrctgan! = nu » Me "5 - + os Die / VEq, £., re S 
1) (2 : 721° “» 122 
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and, therefore, if we put 

(84) Nu? = Ory” (j= 1,2,... mz a,e= 1,2, ... 2), 

we then have 

(85) FE’, = tr. E? (1 = 1,2, ... m): 

whence it follows that E’;, E's, ... E’», are linearly independent, and 

(86) E’°*;E'; = tr. E;-tr. EB; = tr. (E;E;) 
™m m m 

= fr. (> viiz Ex) = ya yj tr. Ey = Pa viz E; 
k= k=1 k=1 1 

i 4. §, 2)... wes 

that is to say, the numbers e’;, e's, ... e’ of the quadrate are then 
linearly independent, and 

m 
(87) ese; = DY vines (2,9 = 1,2, .:. m). 

k=1 

We may taken = m, and, at the same time, put 

DO * (z (a . = 7 (SS) O,,,\% — Virus Nur? — VYiuv (2, u, v= 3. 2, cee m), 

unless, for a), do, ... @, not all zero, we have, simultaneously, 

™m ™m 
(89) Zz. QiVinu = > A; Oy) = 0, 

i=] i=1 
(u,v = 1,2, ... m), 

in which case, neither the m matrices FE), Eo, ... E,, of order m repre- 
senting, respectively, ¢1, ¢2, ... @m nor the m matrices E’;, E’:, ... Em 

per “i Pan Ngee Re J = - a 23 representing, respectively, ¢'1, ¢'2, ... €m, are linearly independent. — 

22 I here follow Cayley in denoting by tr. VW the transverse (or conjugate) of 
any given matrix WV. Loe. eit., p. 31. 

23 1f n = m and 6y,” = Yiry for t, u,v = 1,2, ... m, the constituent of 
E; Ej in the uth row and vth column is 

m m m m 
> a. SS . fs = oe _— - (w DS Buw'? Owe? = ZT Viwu View = J ViiwY¥uru = J Vijw Our! 

w=] w=] w=] w=1 
by (54); and, therefore, 

E; E; = 2 1 Vijw Bw: 
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In this case, there is some number A :¢; * O of the system 

™ 
(€1, €2, ...@m) such that 4 XY = 0 for any number X = } a;e; of 

i=1 

this system; since we should then have 

™m 

AX = Dd U2; Vijk Ck 
k= 1 1 1 

™m™ 

j= 

™ m 

d (2D Qj Vijk) Tjek = 0: 
lk=1 s=1 

™m 

Conversely, if A = }, aye; #0 and AX = Ofor every number X of 
i=1 

(€1, G2, ... €m), equations (89) are satisfied for at least one system of 
values a, G2, ... Gm not all zero, and we cannot assign to the 6’s, nor 
to the n’s, the values given by equations (88). In this case, we have 

S, Ae; = 0 = S. Ae; (¢ = 1,2, ... m): 

and, therefore, 
Ay = As = 0. 

It is to be noted that equations (89) are the conditions, necessary 
and sufficient, that the reciprocal system shall contain a number 

™ m 

= ) ae’; ~ 0 such that X’ 4’ = 0 for any number X’ = J z;,e’; 
t=1 t=] 

of this system. 
Further, we may take n = m and put 

(90) us = Yuiey tue” = Voir (i,u,v=1,2,... 

unless for 5;, be, ... 6,, not all zero, we have 

(91) > bi Vuis _" > bi Buy = 0 
t=1 t=1 

(u,o = 1,2, ... m), 

in which case £, Ex, ... E, are not linearly independent, nor are 
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E';, E's, ... E’m linearly independent.?* In this case, there is some 
m 

number B = ) bje; ¥ 0 of (e1, 2, ... &m) such that YB = 0 for 
i=1 

™m 
every number X = ). a;e; of this system; and there is also a number 

i=1 
™m . 

B’ = bye’; ¥ 0 of the reciprocal system such that B’X’ = 0 
i=1 

for every number _X’ of the reciprocal system. Conversely, if there is 
m 

some number B = ). b;e; ¥ 0 of (e1, &, ... @m) such that XB = 0 
i=1 

™m™ 
for every number X of this system (or if, for B’ = ) bje’; # 0 and 

i=1 
for any number X’ of the reciprocal system, we have B’ X’ = 0) equa- 
tions (91) are satisfied for some system of values },, be, ...b, not all 
zero, and we cannot assign to the 6’s, nor to the n’s, the values given 
by equations (90). When equations (91) are satisfied, 

S:Be; = 0 = S.Be; (¢ = 1,2, ... mm); 

and, therefore, © 

Ay = As = 0. 

When the system (e), é2, ... €m) contains a modulus it is not possible 
to satisfy equations (89) nor equations (91). 
We may distinguish three cases. First, the given number system 

™ 
(€), €2, ... €m) may contain both a number A = ) a;e; #0 and 

i=1 
m 

a number B = ) b;e; ¥ 0 such that AX = 0, XB = 0 for every 
i=1 

™ 
number X = ). a;e; of the system, in which case the system does 

i=1 
not contain a modulus and A; = A, = 0. In this case it is not possible 
to assign to the @’s the values given by either equations (88) or (90), 
nor to assign to the 7’s the values given by either of these equations. 
Nevertheless, it may be possible in this case to put n = m, provided 
m > 2, but not otherwise. Thus let m = 3, and let 

ey" = ti, ee. = Q, Qe3 = &%, 

241f n = m and 0, = Yui for i, u,v = 1,2, ... m, it follows from (54) 
m Pa 

that E;E; =D YijwEw. Cf. note 23. 
w=1 
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620, = €2€2 = e2€3 = 0, €3€, = C3. = 0303 = O: 
if 

A = doe. + ages; ¥ 0, B= &, 
we have 

A > = 0, e;B = 0 l, ya 3); 

and we may now put n = m = 3, and 

1 = €11; Co = €23, C3 = C13. 

On the other hand, let m = 2 and let (¢,, e2) contain a number A + 0 
such that 

A ej — A a) <= 0. 

In this case, we may, without loss of generality, put 4 = e,, when we 
have 

non = 0. 
If now 

en = (0, Ayo) (2 = 1, 2), 

\ In, B20") / 

we then have, since e;? = 0, 
Ge B12) = ‘~ k\ oo, 

B23), Boo) ] 0, 0/ 

where + 0 and the determinant of the matrix o Is not zero; and, 
therefore, since e,é¢. = 0, 

(0, aa) = W/a, 4 a, 
\Oo,, Boo") Q), 0 

where, without loss of generality, we may put a = 1, @ = 0, giving 

(2€, = @1, ey” = e2. 

This system, however, contains no number B # 0 for which 

| B == Ce B = (), 

Second, the number system (¢, ¢2, ...€m) may contain either a 
number A # 0 such that Ae; = O for i = 1, 2, ... m, or a number 
B # 0 such that e;B = 0 for i = 1,2, ... m, but notboth. In this 
case, we may put n = m and assign to the 6’s and y’s either the values 
given by equations (90) or equations (88) respectively. 

Third, the system (¢;, 2, ...€m) may contain neither a number 
A # 0 such that Ae; = O for i = 1, 2, ... m nor a number B ¥ 0 
such that ¢;B = 0 for i = 1,2, ... m, for which a sufficient, but not 
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necessary condition, is the existence of a modulus, and, a fortiori, 
that A; + 0. In this case, we may put n = m and assign to the @’s 
the values given by equations (88), and to the n’s the values given by 
equations (90). We then have 

m m m m 
A= ss ag = Z - th Qi Vivu Eur, 

i=1 t=] u=l s=1 
(92) 

m m m m 
A’ — 3 A; ej = > Zz z_ iV viu Eur; 

i=] t=1 u=l1 r=! 
and, therefore, 

1 m m 

S,A -_ i > Qj Viuu = SA, 
. ier $=] u=l] 

(93) 
1 ™m m HX 

SA=— FY aw = SA’, 
i=l u=1 

On the other hand, if we assign to the @’s the values given by (90) and 
to the n’s the values given by (88), which is now possible, we shall have 

m mm ™m m 
A= bm ag = ® > 3 Ay Y wir Eurs 

i=] s=l u=l] v=] 
(94) m 7m” m” mm" 

A — iH qeji = Mt pd } 3 i Yiur €ur; 
p=] s=1 u=l r=!l1 

whence follows 
1] m m va 

S) A = > 7 al; Viuu = S A st 
mae Mm {a1 yl 
(95) 

1 m mm se 
S.A = > 2 aren = SA. 

m =] u=!l 

When either the representation of the number system (@; ¢2, .. . ¢») 
and its reciprocal system given by equations (SS) or by equations (90) 
fails, and indeed in any case, we may proceed as follows. Let n = 
m-+ 1, and let 

(96 a) By,” = “Yieus Om+12°" —_ Omsimei? = Q 
(2, uw, 9 = 1,2, ... m), 

(96 5) 0, waa’ —_ Q, 
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moreover, let 

(97 a) Mus) = Yriu, Nms199 = Nmsi.msi? =. 0 
(3,.0%,09= 1,2,... m), 

(97 b) Sani? = 0 Nima = ] 
(4,a = 1,2, ...m; u¥ 2). 

The m matrices /,, Es, ... E,, which we thus obtain have the same 
multiplication table as the units of the system (¢, @, ...é€m) and 
are, moreover, linearly independent. For, if 

law Oe a Co he + rene + Cy Em = 0), 
then a : 

> ciOu = 0 (u.o=1,2,...m+ 1); 
i=1 

and, therefore, in particular 

™ 
w= > aha =0 («= 1,2, ... m). 

i=1 

Further, the m matrices determined by the above values of the 7’s 
are also linearly independent and have the same multiplication table 
as the system (e’), e’o, ... e’m) reciprocal to (¢, ¢2, ... @m). We now 
have 

™m ™m m m 
A= x “Ze = a ai(> > View Cw Tt Ci.m+1)5 

i= i=l] u=1 rv=1 
(98) 

™ m m m 

A! = 3 aie; = > ai (> _ Yeiu€us + €im+i); 
i=] i=] u=1 v=1 

and, therefore, 

m ™m 
} — m+ R 

- 2 Oj Viuu 
tx] u=!l 

™m ™m 
m+t+i1—,, 

3 7 “iVuiu = SA’. 
l i=] yu= 

S,A — A, 
I 

m m 
(G9) 

So A 
F m 

] 

Mii 

We may also proceed as follows. Let n = m+ 1, and let 

(100 a) Buy” = Yuity Bu mai? _ Om+1myi'? = 0 
(t,u,0= 1,2, ... m), 
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(1005) Omn.1.9° =0, One i = |] 
(4.92 1,2, ... m; 0 8); 

moreover, let 

(101 a) Nur” = Yiurs Numa? _ Nm+imei? = 0 
(¢.0%,9= 1,2... m), 

(1015) fusis” = 0, Naas’) = 1 

(i.9=21,2,... m: ox 8). 

The m matrices £,, Ex, ... E,, thus obtained are linearly independent, 
7 / / vf } P as are also the m matrices E’;, E’o, ... E’,,; and the former have the 

same multiplication table as the units of the system (¢, é2, ... @m)> 
while the latter have the same multiplication table as the units of 
the reciprocal system. We now have 

m / mr m 
A — Zz ag = > (tj | x > Y uie Eur + east] 

i=1 \u=1 r=1 s=1 
(102) 

3 m m _ ee 
A'=) ae = >) a; 

s=1 \ 1=1 
» Yiur€ur TT ens) 
v=1 u=l1 

and, therefore, 

| ER BE ag m+i1—,, 

seat m Te boca t=l1 u=1l 
103 
\ En m+t+-il1i- “ ‘ i ¥ 

SA = — Yuiu = SA. 
? oy = a m 

The fundamental properties of the scalar functions given in theorem I 
are more readily proved for the special case in which the number 
system is a quadrate than in the general case. What precedes in this 
section indicates how the properties of these functions may be made to 
depend upon the properties of the single scalar function of a quadrate. 
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